
Kuwait is dealing with the results of the painful
attack on Imam Al-Sadeq mosque with wisdom,
and Kuwaiti people are wiping away with their

cohesiveness the traces of the barbaric attack on wor-
shippers in the house of Allah and present to the world a
distinguished example of humane dealing, despite their
hurt feelings and the sadness instilled in the hearts, while
calling to be united behind their humanitarian leader,
who was at the site of the bombing minutes after it
occurred to reassure the injured and check on the vic-
tims. The security apparatus and its men did very well
and made us feel secure when they arrested the criminals
within a short period after the attack.

But the issue should not stop there, and the book of
“our way in dealing with events” should not be closed on
the scenes of sadness, emotions and solidarity. Rather we
should look hard into its closed pages hat were opened
by events and its accumulated papers that were moved
by the ordeal, and read its neglected messages that were
renewed clearly by the martyrs’ blood. We should answer
the most important of them, which is: What’s next?
Security alone is not enough, and the required and
deserved efforts to deter any future danger should be in
all sites and by all workers in the country.

And so that we do not forget, and to benefit from past
experience, I find it necessary to mention through my
personal experience as education minister - and I think
this applies to all former education ministers or most of
them - what we suffered of threats, defamation and
grilling by politicians in previous national assemblies, and
by several columnists and officials in some newspapers,
media and bodies that belong to or support extremist
Islamist factions, when the issue of developing the curric-
ula comes up for discussion on the agenda of any minis-
ter,

And how churlish was the interference to influence
our decisions to ban music and sports classes even for
our young children, and how fatwas extended, until they
included prohibiting standing for the national anthem
and saluting the flag! We should not forget that we were
fighting our battles as ministers mostly alone without the
support of others, be them officials or society individuals
out of their fear from the influence of those factions.

We also should not forget how the state kept silent
towards the training camps of children and youth during
winter, spring and summer that are managed under the
control of those groups, and how the influence of
sheikhs, of whom we do not the source of their knowl-
edge, to give us fatwas in all affairs of our life, as well as in
science, medicine and trade, and how the audio-video
media doors were open for them, and how we as citizens
kept silent when the society was divided and its groups
dispersed and its daughters and sons were quarantined
in learning homes and patronage dominated all features
of our lives. 

So, how can we after all this we ask: How did extrem-
ism reach our youth, and how treachery reached our peo-
ple in their mosques, which may also reach us in our
homes, may Allah forbid, if we do not move at the right
time! There is no doubt that the issue needs a deep look
and determination on education, information, religious
address, social behavior and official policies, so all that
and more must be subjected to testing, review, change
and development, and that we open the dialogue hori-
zons and participation for all without exception and mar-
ginalization of any party. The country is for all, and the
coming danger is greater than what we think, if we do
not change what we have inside ourselves and the socie-
ty. The move must be well thought of and continuous,
not as a reaction, and with the cooperation of all, headed
by the government and officials to reach our goals. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Now after the Imam Al-Sadiq mosque crime, will
we ever learn the lesson or will we do the same
as we did after the Iraqi invasion and thus repro-

duce the speech of hatred? Current regional circum-
stances are more complicated and the infrastructure of
hate is more deep-rooted. So, will we manage to free
our abducted society this time? Will we ever manage to
start building a balanced, open society upon principles
of justice, tolerance, equality, liberty, law sovereignty
and most of all upon human dignity?

The 25th anniversary of the Iraqi invasion is only one
month away with very slight difference as this recent
crime tastes, smells and looks like the invasion ordeal. I
have experienced both and can tell how similar they are. 

At that time, we suffered from severe sectarian ten-
sion with absolute individual authority and a back-
ground of a terrible war during which Kuwait was sub-
ject to all kinds of terrorist acts such as the bombing of
public cafes, blowing up of embassies, plane highjack-
ing and then, an attempt to assassinate the late Amir
Sheikh Jaber Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah. 

The solidarity, devotion, sacrifices and national unity
shown during the invasion were amazing and made us
so optimistic of the future. We dreamed of a new coun-
try having learned the lesson; yet, we ended up worse
than we ever used to be. We only had doctrinal tension
then but now, it is becoming sectarian, regional and
racial amid the unrestrained corruption prevailing
everywhere. 

The speech of hatred is rapidly spreading and is
used by government-supported figures, and things are
the same with the opposition. Hate speech is becoming
everyday common rule. It is not an exception anymore.
People calling for balance like us are starting to seem
so naive. Media and social media have turned into paid
channels to promote such beliefs. It is as if the society is

a chariot pulled by two horses going to opposite direc-
tions. That is why succeeding governments after the
invasion have failed in restoring social balance; they
turned the whole society into a bloodless crime scene.
The enemy was so clear during the invasion but now,
we can no longer identify who the real enemy is.
Shapes and colors have changed the way a chameleon
does - the shameless faces striving for power have been
destroying the nation. 

With this in mind, the terrorist came from the south
this time. He came from a similar environment where
those who are supposed to be scholars have become
leaders of hatred and the government is but one of the
dancers in this hateful dance ritual. 

This crime might have awakened us and made us
remove some of the dust and blood covering our faces
just the same way we did during the invasion. This
experience might have pulled us by the ears to see our-
selves in a mirror and realize how changed they have
become. 

Nonetheless, we do still have hope to make a fresh
new start. We have no other option. Either we live
together in a state of law sovereignty, equality, justice,
security, human dignity, liberty and happiness, or we all
vanish. The choice is clear. His Highness the Amir’s ini-
tiative in this regard might practically or symbolically
be a turning point towards achieving this. I say ‘might’
because the gap is too wide and ‘demolition’ establish-
ments are mightier than we have ever imagined. My
worst fear is that by the time we finished repairing Al-
Sadiq Mosque, we might go back to our sub-identities
and affiliations that hate all others. 

People do not get so many chances to self-reconstruct;
while we had the chance twice, we are wasting them as if
we have a strong desire to slowly commit suicide.

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Martyrs’ convoys have always been divine
inspiration making people feel very proud,
dignified and determined to carry on with

certain principles. With its sick-minded thinking,
criminal acts and stupidity, IS gave Kuwaitis this hon-
or which only made them grow stronger and more
united than ever. At the same time, IS only gave itself
more shame and disgrace. 

Yes, indeed. Our hearts are heavy and eyes are
weeping for losing a group of believers whose pure
bodies were torn to pieces while their souls were
purely cleansed by ablution, prayer and fasting. They
were even killed in one of the worship houses while
in a position when man is nearest to Allah - during
prostration. Losing them, we lost fellow Muslims, fel-
low citizens, colleagues, neighbors, friends, fathers,
sons, husbands or even grandfathers, which leaves
deep incurable wounds until we have joined them. 

Their innocent blood and souls rocked Kuwait
with waves of love loyalty, consolidation, union and
compassion. Those ‘sacrifices’ have put an end to
years of promoting sectarianism and we hope that
the Kuwaiti people would keep this state of beautiful
national unity, which helped so much in making the
tragedy less severe and painful. 

The criminal who blew himself up committing
this crime is but a cheap tool and a result of accumu-
lating misled thinking, fanaticism schools, the spread
of the culture of hatred as well as negligence of
some governmental establishments such as security,
educational and media ones until the head of the
terrorism snake appeared in Kuwait.

The cowardly terrorist act that happened at Al-
Sadeq mosque was but the tail  of this snake,
because the presence of this terrorist inside a
mosque with an explosives belt equipped with mod-
ern technology means that a long queue of other
mercenary terrorists is readily awaiting to commit
more terrorist acts. They surely have more explosives
and detonators and more strategic targets. 

The Kuwaiti people were up to the responsibly
and showed the best forms of solidarity during dis-
tress. They are required to do nothing more. The rest
of the government’s responsibility to be up to its
responsibilities and invest this natural spontaneous
public reaction to uproot terrorism, its icons, sym-
bols, tools and ideas from Kuwait. This particular
government has been given an opportunity no pre-
vious government has ever received because it has
no opposition to impede its work, no troublemaking
parliament, no development plans, no corruption or
services to be developed. Let it at least be responsi-
ble for security of the people who are now being
killed in broad daylight. 

Sectarian calls have all died out now and those
behind them are back in their caves now, while all
devoted Kuwaitis are standing united, backing any
national effort to eradicate terror and terrorists. So,
for the sake of our martyrs’ blood, wipe the tears of
Kuwait before more of them fall. Terror has no reli-
gion or school. The cowardly IS will spare no one
even though it started its crimes with Shiites. It has
been killing both Muslims and Christians in many
Arab and Muslim countries the very same way! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Girl fight
A fight between two women, a citizen and a Saudi
woman, ended with them going to Riqqa police sta-
tion, where both women were charged for fighting
and exchanging insults in Eqaila. Meanwhile, a citizen
and an Egyptian woman fought over who among their
children had priority over a playground in Jahra, which
evolved to them exchanging blows and verbal insults.
Both were taken to Jahra police station and were
charged accordingly.

Beaten for talking too much
An Indian man justified his beating of his Egyptian
neighbor because he talked too much. A security
source said the Egyptian went to Fintas police station
with a medical report and told them he was attacked
by his Indian neighbor. The Indian was charged with
assault and is being questioned.

Arrested for prostitution
Residency department detectives arrested a Filipino man
who works for a health center and practiced indecent acts
there. A security source said the Filipino promoted his
activity through social media and charged customers KD
15 per hour and was later found in violation of the residen-
cy law for a year. Detectives arrested him along with three
persons including a woman who work for the same center
and were sent to the department of residency affairs.

Harassment
A citizen was taken to Jleeb police station for harassing
another citizen in a Jleeb Al-Shuyoukh mall. A case was
filed for investigations. — Al-Rai

Crime
R e p o r t

Homosexual starts
fight in prison

KUWAIT: A homosexual female inmate at the central
prison started a fight with a mother and her daughter after
the mother protested the inmate’s harassment of her
daughter. A security source said the mother was surprised
that the homosexual inmate was repeatedly harassing her
29-year-old daughter. The mother and her daughter then
confronted the inmate, but she instead started a fight in
which other inmates participated by splitting into two
sides. The fight ended with the inmate threatening to burn
them and everyone who sided with her. The security
source added the inmate is serving a five-year jail sentence
for sexually molesting a female citizen and burning her
with boiling water, while the 29-year-old daughter is there
on a theft case.

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of
the international Ooredoo Group,
announced the completion of the reno-
vation of Waha Family Park in Mishref.
The park is one of the most-frequented
in the area and its sur-
rounding suburbs,
providing facilities for
all age groups. 

Commenting on
the renovation,
Ooredoo Corporate
C o m m u n i c a t i o n s
Director Mijbil Alayoub
said: “We’re always
seeking opportunities
to give back to the
community, and this
was one of the places
that we sponsored
since 2012. For the
renovation, we worked with the
Ministry of Labor and the Ministry of
Public Works and the Mishref
Cooperative Society to ensure all facili-
ties are built with high standards to

guarantee the comfort and pleasurable
experience of visitors.”

He also noted that the park is one of
the most vibrant parks in comparison to
its rivals. “We are happy that it can pro-

vide families with an
opportunity to have
fun outdoors and
encourage them to
enjoy sports activities.” 

Chairman of Mishref
Cooperative Society
Abdulrahman Al-Qadiri
expressed his apprecia-
tion towards Ooredoo’s
initiative to sponsor the
renovation of the park,
noting that the new
park provides a space
for residents to enjoy
exercise and outdoor

activities for the entire family. The park
includes soccer fields, volleyball fields,
tennis fields, and children playground
areas. Additionally, there are shaded car
parking areas and cold water fountains.

Ooredoo renovates Waha
Family Park in Mishref

‘Built with high standards to ensure residents’ comfort’

Mijbil Alayoub


